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AUTHOR	BIO	

I am Monica, an Italian Food & 
Travel blogger, culinary guide & 
cooking instructor from Venice. 
 
The Times, The Sunday Times, 
The Boston Globe, The Telegraph 
and the Lonely Planet have run 
articles about my food tours and 
cooking classes. 
I have written for The Local, The 
Italian Gazette, Partaste, 2Night 
and many more magazines about 
food and wine. 
 
I have organized many blog tours 
around Italy as well as book 
presentation events. 
	
	

SOCIAL	MEDIA	

	 Monica	Cesarato	
	 @monicacesarato	
	 @monicacesarato	
	 Cook	in	Venice	

	

CONTACT	

PHONE: 
1-213-550-5452 U.S.A. 
020-351-40147 U.K. 
	
EMAIL: 
info@monicacesarato.com 
	

	
WEBSITE	PROFILE	

www.monicacesarato.com is a blog dedicated to the wonderful 
city of Venice, the region of Veneto and the wonderful country 
which is Italy. 
 
Born out of passion and the personal need to show people that 
Venice is not just a tourist trap, full of crowds, but a living city 
full of wonders, www.monicacesarato.com has developed 
through the years to become one of the point of reference 
around the web for independent passionate advice on visiting 
Venice. 
 
I will be happy to publish sponsored posts, paid-for text links, 
guest posts or any other kinds of commercial content as long as 
in line with the style and the content of my blog. 
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Key figures (2018) 
- Total visitors: 42,000 
- Total page views: 66,500 
- Average number of pages viewed: 3.53 - % of new users: 4.38% 



	
	
	
Key figures (2018) 
USA: 35% Italy: 15% UK: 14% Australia: 4% Canada: 4% 
 
Marketing channels (2018) 
Organic search: 71% 
Direct traffic: 12% 
Social media channels: 8%  
Referral (third party web sites): 7% 
 
Top search phrases for organic searches 
 
1st page in google.com 
 
where to eat in Venice 
Venice cicchetti 
Venice blogger 
Venice food blogger 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Niche information 
monicacesarato.com is in the food & travel niche, specifically users seeking a wide range 
of information on what to do when visiting Venice and the Veneto region in general.  
 
The visitors tend to be in the middle to upper middle class segments, these are generally 
the type of visitors that like to experience a new location by taking part in locally 
organized events, courses, shopping, etc. 
 
This type of traffic opens up a wide range of possibilities for an advertiser to take 
advantage of, by showcasing quality events & activities in Venice and the Veneto region 
in general. 
 

 

Advertising  

 

Banner accepted:  

Monicacesarato.com accepts the following banners sizes in .gif, .png. .jpg formats either 
static banners or animated ones.  

MPU (Mid Page Unit) or medium rectangle banner 300 x 250 pixels. Skyscraper 120x600 
or 160x600  

	


